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The company strives to give its customers, its employees, and its 
surrounding community the satisfaction of ease and convenience. 

This means that we go out of our way to have every exchange 
leaving the other party with the feeling that the entire process 
was easy. This translates into long-term positive relationships 
that everyone becomes drawn to over time, and often will go 
out of their way to be accommodating of BCS in return.

We sent out performance surveys this quarter and appreciate the 
feedback provided so that we can continue to develop our systems 
and processes so as to make every transaction and interaction with 
BCS as easy as possible. Don’t hesistate to reach out, we love to hear 
from you. 

Warm Regards, 
Doug Thomas, President + CEO
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FEEL LIKE SHARING?

If YOU would like to contribute to the 
BCS community, please contact the 
IceBreaker editorial staff via email 
at bcsmarketing@bellcold.com. 

We love sharing your stories, pictures, 
announcements, and more!

STAY CONNECTED

Follow us on social media for behind the 
scenes and up-to-date information on BCS. 
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HOW CAN WE HELP?

info@bellcold.com  or  360-733-1640

@bellinghamcoldstorage

@bellinghamcoldstorage

@bellingham.cold.storage
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BCS WARRIORS

Tristan consistently displays a positive ATTITUDE 
and is first to lend a hand to those who need help, 
no matter how big or small the task. His display of 
TEAMWORK and effort to provide QUALITY service 
to our customers as well as his teammates and co-
workers is admirable, to say the least, and contributes 
to the success of our operation. When short staffed, 
he steps up to the challenge and produces results 
that strengthen the trust and confidence of our long 
standing customers. Everything runs smoothly with 
his diligence to any and all tasks. He doesn’t shy away 
from holding himself accountable by calling out his own 
mistakes and does the work to correct those mistakes 
immediately so that it is not left for someone else to 
deal with. His INTEGRITY has only increased since 
becoming a team lead, he’s a great employee! 

Please help us in congratulating Tristan for being our 
May Employee of the Month.

Ever since Suellen came aboard, she has shined and so 
has the plant. She has one of the best ATTITUDEs BCS 
has ever had and is so pleasant, helping anybody that 
needs it. Her TEAMWORK is exemplified when there is 
an absence, she pulls double duty to fill in, or she comes 
in on the weekends to catch up. Suellen’s INTEGRITY 
shines through when no matter how crummy of a task 
she is assigned she never sacrifices the QUALITY of 
her work. She hits all the core values and brings some 
of her own also.

Please join us in congratulating Suellen for being our 
March Employee of the Month.

Alejandro Rivera has been nominated as April’s 
employee of the month.  He is an individual who started 
in August of last year and has worked really hard to do a 
good job.  He always shows up with a smile and will take 
on any task you give him.  When he is finished with a 
task, he is quick to go to the next task as well as always  
wanting to learn new things.  Alejandro, also known as 
Alex, is a great asset to our team as he works well with 
others showing TEAMWORK and displays other BCS 
core values. 

Please join us in congratulating Alejandro for being our 
April Employee of the Month.

APRIL 2022

MAY 2022

MARCH 2022

Alejandro Rivera

Tristan Ceranova

Suellen Russell

ATTITUDE TEAMWORK

INTEGRITY

ACCOUNTABILITY QUALITY

BCS CORE VALUES

Suellen has one of the best attitudes BCS has ever had 
and is so pleasant, helping anybody that needs it.

He always shows up with a smile and will take on any task you give him.

When short staffed, he steps up to the challenge and produces results 
that strengthen the trust + confidence of our long standing customers.

We take pride in our employees and when they 
go the extra mile to deliver exceptional service. 
Please congratulate these BCS warriors next 
time you see them, it’s well deserved.

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
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MITSUI & CO.
RETAIL TRADING LTD.
CUSTOMER OF THE QUARTER

Left photo: Sugar refinery in Thailand. This serves as a stable 
source of supply for Japan’s No. 1 sugar, SPOON brand, 
which is sold in collaboration with Mitsui Sugar Co., Ltd.

Right photo: Transporting customer’s product overseas.

One of the products that is handled by Mistui & Co. Retail Trading Ltd., french fries. Photo Credit:  potatopro.com

In 2021, we were introduced to Mitsui &amp; Co. Retail Trading Ltd. As a for-
ward-thinking company, they were looking at broadening their options to 
connect the US with Japan to import and export food products. It was clear 
very quickly that BCS could play a significant role in their logistics structure.

In 2022, we started loading vessels with food cargo heading into the 
Japanese markets. As of today, we have loaded two vessels and we will be 
loading a third one in just a few days.

Mitsui & Co. Retail Trading Ltd. was established on April 1, 2020, by consoli-
dating the export and import services, human resources, and knowledge of 
the retail business sector of Mitsui & Co.

Mitsui & Co. was established in 1876, and it is one of the largest “sogo 
shosha” (General Trading Companies) in Japan; it is part of the Mitsui Group, 
and Its business area covers energy, machinery, chemicals, food, textile, 
logistics, finance, and more.

As we started our conversations with Mitsui & Co. Retail Trading Ltd., it felt 
somehow overwhelming to us. It is not every day that we engage in dis-
cussions with a company of such significance. That feeling did not last for 
more than a few minutes. Makino Wataru visited BCS representing Mitsui 
& Co. Retail Trading Ltd. to discuss our export shipping capabilities. We 
immediately felt that Mitsui & Co. Retail Trading Ltd. was looking not just 
for a vendor but a true long-term partner to support their business plans.

CUSTOMER SINCE 2021

There are many reasons that Mitsui & Co. has been in business for 
almost 150 years. One of the secrets to their continuing success 
has been the intentional development of strong partnerships with 
quality vendors, suppliers and customers which have carried them 
through challenging times, like the pandemic that we are just 
putting behind us now.

We are proud to be a service partner of Mitsui & Co. Retail Trading 
Ltd.’s logistics. Mitsui is an impressive company with incredibly 
talented employees that are a pleasure to work with.

Mitsui & Co. Retail Trading Ltd., Welcome to the BCS family!

We are looking forward to our continued partnership with you for 
many years to come.
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DOMESTIC + INTERNATIONAL 
LOGISTICS HUB

Photography provided by BCS

Top right photo: Boat arrives at the dock, and its cargo 
is unloaded and moved into BCS warehouses.

Bottom left photo: Boat at the dock being unloaded.

BCS IS STRATEGICALLY PLACED  
FOR LOGISTICS

BCS is a significantly resourceful regional hub to some of the largest 3PL logistics, trading, and shipping companies in the 
world. We are a Distribution Center (DC) supporting some of the biggest international food companies and their 3PLS, 
grocery and food service (restaurants) supply chain networks. 

Do you know, just how strategically positioned Bellingham Cold Storage is logistically?

BCS’ private ocean terminal and proximity to Canada

BCS FUTURE GROWTH PLANS

Supporting domestic and international storage  
and logistics growth

  “Having our own private ocean terminal 

dramatically increased our international and 

Alaskan volumes since the 1960s. Many other food 

companies have come to utilize us in their supply 

chain networks, international, including US 3PL 

companies storing at BCS to handle their  

Canadian distribution.” 

  “BCS is well positioned logistically to support 

domestic and international supply chain networks.

Our private dock, large dockside warehousing and 

rail service are very unique and cost effective, and 

make us a valuable and resourceful 3PL partner.”

Are substantial logistic features that make BCS unique, and 
enable the growth of our 20 warehouses and 12 leased val-
ue-added processing facilities. Our large portside warehouses 
with rail service offer formidable logistic advantages, significant 
to the largest food and 3PL customers. 

BCS was founded upon local fisheries and agriculture produc-
tion in the 1940s. By the 1960s our growth was expansive, we 
added many warehouses and built food processing facilities 
to lease to our ‘tenants’ to value-add their products. We were 
thrust logistically into their supply chains and became part of 
their customers 3PL networks at many levels: supporting the 
largest grocery and food-service distribution across the US  
and Canada.

Since 2020 we have experienced waves of new interest 
from international conglomerates and their 3PL providers to 
support their worldwide supply chains. Our dock is private so 
we can offer excellent value and service. In the last year we 
have shipped and received meat and vegetables to and from 
new customers in the southern hemisphere and Asia, as well 
as growing our regular shipping customers doing business in 
Europe and Alaska.

This spring international 3PL providers that import fruits and 
export vegetable products across our dock, realized BCS could 
be an excellent warehousing hub in their large Canadian pork 
supply chain, and to consolidate several of their US food man-
ufacturers products in Bellingham for distribution to a national 
Canadian retail chain: full trucks of each food product from 
across the Southwest US to Bellingham, then mixed loads (full 
or LTL) to the Canadian Chains DCs in BC and Alberta. Now 
we are looking at USDA certification to handle imported beef 
across our dock and stage pork and other value-added meat 
products into Canada.

We are also now loading specialized reefer ships full of French 
fries and other vegetables heading to Asia, and these shipping 
companies are studying other food commodities to bring back 
to BCS to complete the loop. More than ever, all palletized 
Pacific Rim food products that are toted, cased, or sacked from 
around the Pacific are studying BCS as a North American dis-
tribution point. We are also growing our historic seafood ships 
departing for Europe and arriving from Alaska.

We look forward to the future of BCS and the enhanced support 
we can provide our customers. Please let us know how we can 
help your logistics and growth.

• Expand our dock capabilities

• Add more dry, chill and frozen capacity to our two large food 
campuses in Bellingham

• We also have 20 acres to develop in our Interstate 5 Campus 
to add more food processing facilities directly attached to ware-
houses.
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I docked here in a full-up factory trawler and the fine 

people of Bellingham Cold Storage we’re waiting with 

open arms to store our products. Service with a smile!

- BCS Customer  |  Google Review, November 2021

BCS’s impacts on its 
community and the maritime 
industry are made possible 
by everyone who has worked 
at the organization, from 
those who’ve been here a 
year or two to those with 
40 years or more at BCS.A
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UPWARDS + 
ONWARDS
WORKING SMARTER

“BCS has a deep-water dock located at our 
Squalicum Waterway complex. We are the 
first US Port for discharging various cargos 
when vessels come south from Alaska 
with a variety of seafood products. We are 
also conveniently located about halfway 
between Vancover, B.C. and Seattle, WA for 
movement of product to and from those 
major markets. Additionally, we also have 
several BNSF rail sidings that complement 
our ship loading activities for product 
arriving for export, or imported products 
that are destined for locations on the 
eastern side of the U.S.”

“This means that we go out of our way to 
have every exchange leaving the other 
party with the feeling that the entire 
process was easy. This translates into long-
term positive relationships that everyone 
becomes drawn to over time, and often will 
go out of their way to be accommodating of 
BCS in return.”

By incorporating the latest technology to ensure smooth and efficient operations, Bellingham Cold Storage is incredibly proud 
of the efforts of its team to secure a legacy that has made it one of the largest portside cold storage facilities on the West Coast.

Bellingham Cold Storage (BCS) offers storage, handling and logistics solutions to a wide range of food customers. Over the years, 
the company has grown to become the largest portside cold storage facility on the West Coast of the United States. The company 
now manages over 600 million pounds per year of products, ranging from seafood to berries and various other packaged foods. 
Above that, its deep-water dock gives it access to Alaska and major international markets, a topic which we cover when speaking 
with the company’s President and CEO, Doug Thomas.. 

For BCS, four strengths within the business’ capabilities make it a stand-out name amongst its competitors, according to Doug. 
“Firstly, there’s our on-site processing space. BCS provides on-site, value-added processing space for some 12 customers who 
direct their raw ingredients to BCS for storage. Later on, they’ll then call on that product to be brought to their processing facilities 
that are all connected to BCS frozen, chilled and dry warehouses. The on-site customers produce various finished products that 
are then re-presented to BCS in their retail form for storage and eventual outbound distribution to markets in North America 

and throughout the world, either via truck, rail, container, or 
break-bulk ship from our deep-water marine terminal facility,” 
he shares.

The second strength is its deep-water marine terminal. 

Bottom left: Training meeting 
Top right: Stanwood warehouse

“On the technology side, the company has its own proprietary 
Warehouse Management System (WMS) called WebOptics that 
gives our customers a real-time look at all of their products 
on hand, when they arrived, where they are located, how long 
they have been here, on-hold status, shipping status, and so on. 

BCS has continued to develop this system so as to make every 
transaction and interaction with BCS as easy as possible,” 
Doug elaborates.

Finally, and arguably the most important factor, BCS takes 
time to invest and develop a company culture that reflects the 
values upheld by the family that owns it. “BCS has been under 
family ownership for 75 years now. The Talbot family owned 
BCS exclusively for the first 72 years, and more recently the 
Joshua Green family and Thomas family have combined with 
the Talbots to create an even stronger ownership group that 
is focused on growth, continued high levels of employee and 
customer satisfaction, and sustained financial success for the 
long haul. This is a much different culture than one might find 
in a venture capital, REIT or private equity-owned ownership 
arrangement. Our customers, employees and leadership team 
thrive under this ownership architecture,” he divulges.

Doug continues to share that BCS is very relationship centric. 
The company strives to give its customers, its employees, and 
its surrounding community the satisfaction of ease and con-
venience. 

At this point, the conversation turns to the company’s rela-
tionships with its vendors. Doug discusses that BCS takes 
great pride in the network that it has nurtured over the years, 
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UPWARDS + ONWARDS CONTINUED

Right: Unloading fishing trawler 
with crane and forklift

and consequently, it has mastered the skills necessary to 
maintain excellent communication and transparency. “BCS 
has a long history of embracing mutually positive supplier 
and service partner relationships. Many of the companies 
that we still use today were with us from the very beginning 
some 75-plus years ago. We strive to provide the same courte-
sies to our service partners that we extend to our customers. 
In the end, vendors, contractors, and professional service 
providers are an extension of ourselves and when done right, 
extend and expand our service capabilities and quality to our  
primary customers.”

Although the company boasts an already-impressive infra-
structure, we learn that there are still plans to grow. To achieve 
this, BCS will implement a strategic approach that is meticulous 
rather than accelerated, as the business believes that ‘slow 
and steady will win the race.’ Doug says: “BCS is just about as 
large as we want to be in our current markets. We are however 
focused on new market areas, while also investing in modern-
izing our current and future facilities wherever it makes sense. 

for our deep-water marine terminal to move food products 
either into the US from foreign production areas, or outbound 
US exports destined for Europe and/or Asia. We will of course 
fulfil this challenge in the best way we can to ensure that our 
customers are able to continue with their business as well.”

For the next 12 months, Doug highlights how the company is 
looking forward to hiring additional employees and guiding 
them through a thorough training program that will help 
further them in their careers with BCS. In addition to that, he is 
also excited about planning for the installation of modern tech-
nology and expanding the company’s footprint which again, will 
improve employee working conditions and elevate their roles 
to more sophisticated jobs.

“This translates to improved employee 
working conditions, reduced manual 
movements and increased capacity  
and efficiency.”

“As far as we can, we will continue to grow 
the business organically with existing 
customers and tenants at any one of our 
three current sites; that would be our 
primary goal.”

This brings us to the topic of recent investments that will serve 
as a buttress for the company’s plans for its future growth 
goals. “BCS has invested in several medium-sized improve-
ments over the last few years, including a new automated com-
mercial ice production facility, a very modern central loading 
dock, several on-site customer projects designed to optimize 
efficiency when transferring raw and finished product back. 

From a new capacity standpoint, we opened a facility in 
Stanwood, WA back in 2020, which added an additional 
18 million pounds of frozen space to our service offering. 
The BCS Stanwood facility is 45 miles closer to Seattle, 
and we utilize it to serve several customers in and around  
that area.”

Before our conversation draws to a close, Doug reflects on 
both the opportunities and challenges currently facing the 
market, and discusses how he plans to take them on in order 
to secure the prosperity of his business. “Right now, there is 
a massive issue with staffing and capacity. With the container 
terminals backing up, BCS has received numerous requests 

Beyond that, his projections for the next five years  
are promising.  

“Coupled with that, we are looking at other markets where 
we have received requests from customers to locate in those 
areas. I believe that if we can keep strengthening our presence 
in these locations, the possibilities for the future of this business 
are endless,” he concludes.
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Through the BCS Employee Referral Incentive program  
you could be earning an extra $1,000 in 2022! 

Here’s how: 

• $250 for any new hire who completes 4 weeks of employment 
• $250 for any new hire who completes 500 hours 
• $500 for any new hire who completes 1,000 hours of work  

 

Please refer your friends and family to 
https://www.bellcold.com/careers/ to apply. 

 

NOW HIRING! 

bellcold.com/careers/ to apply.
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